Abstract—Model Driven Engineering (MDE) has become a commonly used approach in software engineering. It promotes using models as primary artefacts and proposes methods for transforming them to desired software products. However, the specification of models and their transformations in MDE with current techniques is not user-friendly, due to excessive use of high level abstract models and textual representation of transformation languages. This paper briefly describes CONVerT, an approach and tool developed for user-centric transformation generation using concrete model visualisations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) promotes using models as primary artefacts and proposes methods for transforming them to different domains or different abstraction levels. To accomplish this, users are required to define high level abstractions (meta-model) of their models and specify transformations using textual representation of available transformation languages. Transformations usually include correspondences and relations between elements of participating Left Hand Side (LHS - the source) and Right Hand Side (RHS - the target) models that have to be specified on their abstract meta-models. The way these correspondences and relations are specified creates a pragmatic barrier for many users (average modellers). This is because meta-models are not user-friendly artefacts and often get very complex [1], [2]. In addition, textual representations are often hard to maintain, especially when dealing with large and complex models.

To improve understandability of the abstract notation for average users, previous techniques used concrete syntax in conjunction with abstract syntax (metamodels) [1], [5]. The approach presented here, however, uses the actual visual elements as parts of transformation specification (transformation rules). By-example approaches have also been used to eliminate the need for defining metamodels and input model abstractions [3], [4]. However, they do not integrate visualisation. Our approach allows the user to define visualisation for desired LHS and RHS models regardless of the abstract level of input models and use the defined visualisation for transformation generation.

II. CONVerT (CONcrete VISUAL ASSISTEd TRANSFORMATION) FRAMEWORK

CONcrete VISUAL ASSISTEd Transformation (CONVerT) is the framework developed for concrete model transformation. CONVerT contains an integrated collection of techniques to support specification and generation of model transformations in a more user-centric manner. The intention in CONVerT’s design was to use same transformation routines using drag and drop of elements, for the task of transforming input model examples to desired visualisations and then visualisation to visualisation.

In order to generate a transformation using CONVerT, users provide a set of source and target model examples to specify correspondences. They then use visual elements and model context to transform input models to visualisations by drag and dropping model elements on visual notations. The visualisations are transformation aware, i.e. they include transformation templates and abstractions for transforming the context to visual elements (and back). They also include the data required for rendering element’s shape. Each visual element can therefore take the role of a transformation rule. Figure 1 depicts few examples of these visual elements.

Users can save visual elements when defined. Saving a visual element will result in its composing parts (transformation templates, abstractions and data) being recorded. The visual element will then be kept in a palette for custom defined visualisations or transformation rules (depicted by 2 in Figure 2.a). For example, a visual element which is the result of transforming a model attribute to java property can be saved and reused whenever such a transformation rule is required.

A number of transformation functions have been integrated into the framework to handle more complex transformation tasks. The user can drag them to the designer canvas and link elements to/from their input/output ports to form the desired transformation rule (an example is depicted in Figure 2.b where a merging function is being used for merging two values to create bar chart name). Each function has the template of the task to be performed encoded inside along with its reverse. The system uses the interaction of user with the visual representation of the function (drag and drop of element

![Fig. 1. Examples of visual elements: 1. A chart, 2. A bar, 3. UML attribute, 4. UML association link, 5. Java property and 6. Java class notation.](image-url)
model. Visual elements in the chain contribute to composing a metamodel for the chain with their abstraction data. This metamodel acts as a dynamic example of the resulting model (which will be updated as the chain is altered) and will be used for transformation validation and to alert the user if the resulted model does not conform to the metamodel learnt from input examples. It is also possible to visualise the resulting (partial/complete) model so that the user can see a snapshot of the result as the chain completes. The defined rule chain together with the generic metamodel learned from the examples are used to generate reverse transformations, so the transformation cycle (source to source visualisation to target visualisation to target and back) is automatically defined once the user defines one direction. Users can generate and save multiple redundant rules, but only the rules in the chain will be used for code generation and since they are checked and validated (both visually and against metamodel) the system will not allow redundant results.

Once the visualisation for input source and target models are defined (e.g. in form of Charts, Source code, Boxes and lines, etc.), correspondence specification between visualisations will be performed with simple drag and drop of visual elements. Figure 2 part (c) shows an example where a visualisation of a class diagram and java source code have been rendered. For example, the user can drag and drop a parameter in the function declaration of a class diagram, to a parameter on a function in java code (showed by red solid line) to start generating UMLClass.Function.Parameter to JavaClass.Function.Parameter transformation rule. The contained elements of the parameters (showed in popups) can be dragged accordingly (depicted by dashed red lines) to form a complete transformation rule. If the rule requires more complex processing, user can transfer elements to designer canvas and use the defined functions to complete rule generation.

### III. Conclusion

This paper introduced our approach to improve user-friendliness of model transformation specifications. It briefly described **CONcrete Visual AssistEd Transformation (CON-VErT)** which is our framework for providing user-centric transformations and is capable of generating transformation code in XSLT. The users of CONVErT will use drag and drop of visual notations to develop complex transformation specifications.
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